NAU Undergraduate Symposium Program Changes  
April 29, 2016

ADDITIONS

Morning Session

CEFNS floor near Display board [3A]

Next Generation 3D Printer
Sebastian Arevalo, Brad Evans, Tomas Garcia, Benjamin Gouveia, Fahad Alahmari, Jake Work

Session I  9:00am-11:00am

Environmental Issues on Indian Reservations
Michael Benedia – Display board [92D]

Sex Differences in Relation to Jealousy
Anthony Camacho, Mikayla Shea, Michael Turner – Display board [97A]

Culturing Coccidioides: Optimizing In Vitro Culture Media to Reflect Nutrient Availability In Vivo
Heather Mead – Display board [28A]

Smart Energy-Saving RFID Light Switch
Derrick McCormick, Bennett Kool, Kaden MacFadyen, Scott Peterson – Display board [8D]

Session II  2:00pm-4:00pm

Behavioral Change Project: Increasing Spirituality
Tyler Atkinson, Kyle Guevara, Chelsea Dyer, Erika Tweed, Hailey Spilman – Display board [72C]

The Prehistory of Food and Nutrition
Tristen Sheffler – Display board [71C]

The Material Correlates of the Yąnomamö Tribe of the Amazon Rainforest
Alisha Stalley – Display board [75B]

Excavating Databases: An Investigation of Rapa Nui Artifacts Off Easter Island
Amanda Warda, Alexander Ballesteros – Display board 71A

Afternoon Session

3:00pm-3:25pm

Religious Persecution: A Social Demeanor
Chelsea Schoech, Alfonso Zamudio - Skydome Roundtable R3

CHANGES

Morning Session

Reap what is Sown Sewn: Exploitation of the Western Amazon
Austin Graham – Skydome Stage A 10:00-11:00am

Session I  9:00am-11:00am
The Affective Outcomes of Within-Race Racism among Hispanic Americans
Daniella Clara – Display board [88D] – moved to Session II

Interpreting and Enhancing Mental Health and Mental Health Services for Native Americans
Jessica Chamberlain – Display board [92A] – moved to Session II

Politicizing Hip Hop
Candace Colbert, Students of Ethnic Studies 471 – Display board [97A] – moved to Session II [92D]

Jumping into Jumping Mouse Genomics: Determining Diet of an Endangered Species
Austin Dikeman – Display board [16D] – moved to Session II

Session II  2:00pm-4:00pm

How has the overrepresentation of Maori in the New Zealand criminal justice system arisen and what effect has it had on contemporary Maori society?
Matthew Baxter – Display board [67B] – New presenter is Scott Kelso

The Effects Different Presentations of Information Have on Memory Retention
Moriah Flynn, Daniella Clara, Joshua Terry, Kierston Terry, Kelsey Lamberton - Display board [70C] – moved to Session I

The Relationship between Anxiety and Academic Performance
Tessa Grabowsky, Kathrynn McKenzie, Kyle Erwin, Jessica Chamberlain – Display board [75B] – moved to Session I [90B]

A Critical Analysis of the Album To Pimp a Butterfly
Perla Palomares, Timothy Flannery, Jerron Anthony – Display board [100A] – changed to Exhibit, Skydome SBS table

Introversion and Academic Lifestyle
Celeste Stratton, Jack Spicer, Yennifer Robles, Erik Buth - Display board [70A] – moved to Session I

Physiological Markers and Cognitive Factors Affect Human Freeze Response
Analise Williams, Michael Alban – Display board [80B] – Title changed to A Physiological Marker of Defensive Freezing in a Cognitive Paradigm

CANCELLATIONS

Session I  9:00am-11:00am

Life after Death: Cultural Perspectives on the Afterlife
Anna Almodovar – Display board [55A]

Inquiry Based Learning in Mathematics Classrooms
Stephanie Carver – Display board [8D]

Zircon Geochemistry of Bentonites within the Late Cretaceous Kaiparowits Formation in Southern Utah, USA
Heather Casares – Display board [12C]

Selection on Brood Size in the Leech Hellobdella modesta
Isabel Moya Gonzalez, Stephen Shuster, Rebecca Beresic-Perrins – Display board [25D]

Session II  2:00pm-4:00pm
Binge Eating Disorders
Angelica Ayon – Display board [100D]

Behavior Change: Sleeping Habits
Paige O’Fallon – Display board [94A]

Western Military Strategies against Global Islamist Uprisings
Cody Whitehouse – Display board [90B]